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My Washdays are Holidays Now!

NEW WONDER-WORKING

Inglis

AUTOMATIC WASHER

The only automatic to give you 7 rinses yet still uses less hot water!

SUDDS-MISER AND THE SEVEN RINSES—Save as you wash! Use sudsy water again and again. Enjoy most thorough rinsing known and get clothes clinic clean, sparkling bright!

AGIFLOW ACTION—The proved washing principle that washes clothes cleaner by actual test.

GERMICIDAL LAMP—Floods your wash with sanitizing rays... washes freshness into clothes... guards family health!

CYCLE-TONE SIGNAL—Tells you when washing's done... saves steps, ends "standing-by".

...and every other feature vital to fully automatic washing. Now you can really enjoy the thrill of workless washdays without sacrificing economy and cleanliness.

For a normal 3-load family wash.

(Manufactured under license from Whirlpool Corp., St. Joseph, Michigan, U.S.A.)
Aristotle™ by nabi

$350.00

PRE-ORDER - Available July 14, 2017

ADD TO CART

MORE WAYS TO BUY

SHARE

*Power cord not shown in image
Mattel Aristotle is an Amazon Echo that understands your kids, too

Mattel makes AI so you no longer have to care for your children

Mattel’s $300 Alexa speaker reads bedtime stories to your robot-loving kids

Mattel’s New AI Will Help Raise Your Kids

The toy company’s Aristotle device is a voice-activated speaker that will understand, educate, and entertain children.

Mattel and Microsoft reveal Aristotle, a tabletop digital nanny for kids
Debby Skinner (11 months) has lived in a soundproof, dirtproof box since birth. "We keep the temperature 78, humidity 59. She is never too hot, or too cold, but just right." Roller sheet (at left) lasts a week.